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Thts is a revision of`a4aper prepared for delivery at the 1981 Joint
Meetmg of. the Afncan Heritage Studies Association and the National
Conference of Black Political Scientists, Baltimore, Maryland, April
16-18, 1981.

PANEL THREE. Blacks and Higher Education. Social, Opportunity
or Assimilatjon into Colonialism.
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. FOREWORD.

As a research 'and policy center established, at Howard Univer-
sity in 1974, the Institute for the Studyr of Educational Pohcy (ISEP)
has three program objective&

.To prepare, a pgiodic. critical assesament of the dynamic
status and needs bf Blabks in higher education;
To assess fhe impact of law, social sciertca, and other research
on the status and needs of Blacks In higher education, and..

4To use old models creatively and to develop new models and
paradigms for the exphcation of the higher educational enter-
prise with implications for elementary and secondary educe-
tion.

In ,pursuance of the above three objectives the Institute has pub-
lished eleven volumes on vahods aspects of Blaciss in higher educe-
tion, a directory of sources of dee on Blacks in higher education,
three reports on Blacks in higher education, five volumes of the
lSEP Monitor, one' volume of ISO:* Briefs on Bakke, The Bakke Case
Primer (75,000 copies), The Black College Primer, and two occasion-

*al papers.
The first occasional paper was publis hed in 1977 and written by

Dr. Jaines E. Cheek, President of.Howard University, entitled, "Higher
Education's Responsibility, for Advancing Equality of Opportunity and
Justice." In that paper he stated, "It seems clear that universities can
play an important role in advancing equabty of opportunity since they
wield influence oi/er the process of learning its,elf, over i nst itutions
and attitudes, and they play an important role in determining the
status and life chances of individuals."

The second occasiOnal paper of the Institute was published in
1979, wntten by Dr. Sylvia T. Johnson, a-Visiting Senior Fellow to the r
Institute, and entitled, "The Measurement Mystique"lssues" in
Selection for Professional Schools and Employment, in, which she
stated,' "If decision-makers Jael that it s useful and important to
have fair numbers bf Black ,and female physicians, then a utility func-
tion would be chosen for use in selectioR. This function would give,
weight to the minonty or 'sex status dt applicants. A different utility
function would be constructed if other priorities were Present."

...Now comes FlelYd Hayes: Ill, kResearch Assistant at lhe Instilute,
stating, 'In view of the Jegacy of the mis-education of African-Amen-&

cans ... , African-American education must first become indreasing-
ly iconoclastic in orientation and global in content, historicalleand
contemporaneously." After this unusual prescription for historically
black universities and African-American education, he writes, six
other prescriptions ranging from overcoming the fragmentation And
compartmentalization of knowladge, through emphasizing research
science and technologY., to future oriented and policy analysis, and

'iv 5
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with a close interface between Black institutions Afro-Americans,
and the masses of Blacks. a

. Structwes of Dominance and the Political Economy of Black ,

Higher Edocatton in a Technocratic Era. A Theoretical Framework is
a think piece or theoretical exegesis written in pursuance of the third
program objective of the Institute. Most ,of the puPlicatibns of the
Institute riave been produced in pursuance of its first two frogram
ottjectives. This has been brimardy because the Ad isory poard
wanted the Instittite and'its staff to master the state of the art of
where' Blacks are in higher education and what prabtical, ob ous
and inimpdiate forces, revealed in the research and writing f the
academic and intellectual communities, impact the Atatus of Blacks
in higher education. Sound theory muSt be 9rounded in solid expen-
enCe and reliable information. The Institute now is in a po ition to
begin to, indeed, use old models creatively and develop new models
and parldigms for t xplication of the higher educational enter-
priSe. The National Adviso Board does not endol.se the views or
analysis set forth in this think ece, but it does commend any serious
intellectual thought which is c mined to aaancing and illuminating
the understanding of data regarding theRlight of Blacks and other
minority or disadvantaged groups.

The Board continues to expect the Institute through its mono-
graphs and annual reports, through its seminars-and conferences,
as well as through its occasional publications and public testimony,
to fill a vacuum in the organized body of knowledge about higher, ,
educational opportunity .for Blacks and other minorities. Thus, the
Board hopes the Institute will be able to continue to make a signifi-
cant coptrIbution to the formulation and evaluation of contbmporary
educational, policy. The Board is grateful to Mr. Hayes for his con-
scientious and serious effort in contributing 'to the fulfillment of the
lnstitute's third program objective. Finally, the Board and Howard
University continue to be grateful to the Ford Foundation which 'pro-
vides substantial support for the work of the Institute. Of coursb, the
Foundation is not responsible for the content of this occasional
paper or the other publications of the Institute.

Kenneth S..Tollett, Chairman
National Advisory Board
August, 1981
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[T jhe Negrb's mind has been brought under the control, of
his oppressor The problem of holding the Negro dewn, there-
fore, is easily solved. When you Control a man'S thinking you
do not have to worry about his actions. You do not have to tell
him to stand here or go yonder. He will,find his "proper place"
and will stay, in it. You do not need to.send Him to the back
door.He will go without beilig told, In fact; if there is no back
door, he will cut one for his special benefit. His education
makes It necessary. ,

. . . Carter G. WoodsibS,

'WO

e*

"Introduction

To discuss seriously and properly issues relative to the education
of African Americans, one must reflect consciously and critically on
the dialectical relatiobship between education and its social environ-
ment, for education is "inevitably bound up withindeed, dependent
uponother institutions of society, such`as the economy and the
polity "2 Therefore, the major purpose of this paper iS to examine the
African Amencan struggle for education in technologically advanced
American society. The nature of the state in advanced technological
society will be explored along with its relationship to econopic and 4
cultural/ideolbgical reproducti6n. Finally, some suggestions will be
offered regarding, the future directions of, African American higher
education.

1.4

The guiding assumption here is that in- advanced
technological American society, there is the in- s

significande of race and,class.

Singular theoretical miideis are insufficient to analyze thoroughly
a'nd critically the complex and divetse character of the black experi-
ence in America. This, paper, `then,iattempts a synthesis of race and
class analyses with the practical concern for social change. The

Ltid In. assumption here is that in klvanced technological American
society,. there is the inclining significance of race and. class. In the
contempor-dry pond, racial oppression and economic exploitatipn
are inextricably intertwined, they cannot" be neatly seveieg in the
interest of theoretical puray. t he late Kwame Nkrumah described
the dialectic between race and class Clearly and precisely

2
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Each historical situation develops its own dynamics. The cldse
links' between class and race developed in Africa alongside
capitalist exploitation. Slavery, the master-servant relationship,

;and cheap labour were basic, to it. The classic example is
South Africa, where Africans experience a double exploitation
13oth on the grounds of colour -and of class. Similar con-
ditions exist in the U.S.A., the Caribbeat in Latin America and
in other parts of the wOrld where the nature of the develop-
ment of productive forces has resulted in`d raeist cla*strbc-
ture.4 .

In advanced techrkilztqcal. societies that are racially divided, race
and class at'e complMteracting variables which exist simultaneoui-
ly and constitute interrelated and inte*rdependent, relations of
domination; yet, neither is a subprocess of the other.

America, considered the leading advanced technological society
in the world, is presently confronted with three interrelated and
interdependent crises'. Culturally, America's dilemma is manifested
in various forms of social alienation as increasing numbers of Ameri-
cans atteMpt to acquire some meaning in their lives by embracing
"me-ism," "born again-ism," and other' forms of cultism.5 Others
despair over the loss of America's moral leakiership and international
great'ness exhibited by Watergate, the defeat in Indochina, and the
hostages once held in Iran..

c

Economically, the drisis of stagflation is signaled by chronic
economic stagnation, persistent unemployment, growing undererri-
plo9ment, intractable inflation, and periodic recession. The market
system has ceased to function as, it once did. Rather than the tradi-
tional, market relationship between demand and s'upply, price-fixing
at astronomical levels 14 large businesses Firedominates. America
has been described as a "postinarket society" as American and
other Western (including Japtnese) trans-national corporations
struggle to extend their domination over the world economic sys-
teM 6 Right wing theorists who attempt to reverse the effects of this
crisis write theologicAl treatises on supply-sidepconomics.7

Politically, the A.kieal of liberal democracy, which advances the
rights of the indifidual citizen and encourages popular political
partiaipation, is in conflict with the state. The state gains increasing
control over scientific and technological knowledge and, at the same
Moment, is substantially influenced by thi'S knowledge. The state in
advanced tAhnological society is an interventionist state.Ldahe
economic intervention of the state is felt increasingly in the dailiKes
of U.S. citizens. Large corporations, such' as the Chrysler corpora-
tion, receive government assistance while funqs for social programs
are continually decreased. Individual Americans feel powerless and

" believe. less and less. ir the political system, they are, in fact, angry

3
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and disenchanted witlf governMent. The state`in advanced techno-
logical America expenences-the cris.of legi1imacy.9

The three elem,ents of the American predicament coalesce and
produce 4the rising tide .of tieo-consefiratisrii, neo-klantsm, neo-,
nazism, néo-tOt'alitarianism, theological bohtical economics, the ned'
nght or what is increasingly being described as "Fneanness
mania. This changing mood is predictable given the pertistence
of the triple criseS tacing America,. The vicid,u1 tnurders of African'
Americans perpetrated by whites in Buffalci, New tork, the murdeis
of black children In Atlanta, the attacks on Afriban Americans in
other .citie4 in this countryall of these create the, belief that once
again Akican Americans have becorhe the scaiegoats of economic617
lx threatened and fearful whtes, Loo many of them working class and.'
poor whites who have lost their an jobs.

,

The African American txperience, however, is characterized by
the struggfe to.overthrow oppression. The mean mo d of America in
the 1980'5and the emerging scapegoat pohtical onomits of once
again blaming the victimcan only result in co tinued responses
from the black community. The 1980 Miami,,,upri ing is only an ex-
ample.

4 African Americans, The State and E ation:
. Subordination and Insurgency

This paper distussee the proposition that in technologically*
advanced Amencan society, the African American struggle for edu -

cation,is historicallY rooted in the overall battle' to overturn racial
oppressiOn, economic exploitation and cultural/ideological domina-
tion. Of particular significance in this regard is -the.nature of the state
in advanced technological society and its relationship to ecohomic
and cultural/ideological reproduction.

Important to the discussion of the state in advanced technologi-
cal society is the significant ihcrease in the power of the state, as well
as the correlation between the state, the economy And the reproduc-
tion of society. The state has historically been An essential part of the
reproduction of the economy." Invariably the state 'secures the
reproduction of the relations of production by providing the latter.
with* a stabilizing legal-political-ideological framework supported by
torce.'2 )

The scope of state intervention ln the dconorny varies consider-
ably depending upon the nature and Stage of development of the
mode of production. In advanced technological society, as both the
social character of the productive forces end the interdependence.
and scale of the economy have assumed increased pioportiOns, the C

. state has taken on a growing range of functions."'

Another important element of social, reppoduction is the relation-

LI
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Höwever, these arguments overlook that it is not school-
ing ifself but . the system of economic production that
creates and maintains social equ ities:

,.. ii
ship between ideological re roduction and state, poWer. Beside

. .political and economic constra ,ts, there ,are a number of reasons
why people do nOt constantly revolt. At some level, many people
may not understand ,or be interested in state domination. They may
not know of faltejnative modes of secial .organization, and, even if,

. they do, they may actually feel powerless. Pohticalpalienation, igno-
rance Of lack of political efficacy do not s,irnply ehist as some in-
herent dimensions of individual and group consciousness. Definite
social prcicesses generate and enhance this condition. Yet, no, state

*, can exist solely thrOugh the use of violence.'" The state also has im-
portant ideological functions for it seeks4,popular legitimacy by
means of cultural/ideological dominance, the subtle but persuasive
manipulation,th erpetuates the existing structures of dominance.' 5

lr advan technological society, The Major institution thro-ugh
which ideologiCal ctominance "maintained is the educational system,
Or what Althusser terms the "educational ideological apparatus.',"
Education and schooling are _traditionally understood to contribute
tosocial mdbilitY. iviany liberel social, scientists and edttcational
pplicy-makers zealously point out the need vu. the elimination or .
reduction of tracking, the ifitroductiOn of "culturally unbiased" selec-
tion procedures, and the irnplementation,of rnainstreerninq. However;
these arguments overlook th,at .it is Aqt §chbalirig itself but the, sys-
te economic prodtiction, ,th.gt creates and maintains social

.tequalitiw.17
-

.
t . "

African Americant have always been Dopefur that education
. wourd be particularly instrumental in' their struggle to achietNinde-

pendence .end self-determination. Y, educition in Americt has
traditionally 'functioned' as an Agency of socjal control. Joel Spring,
points out that:

_ .
'In the caSe oS segregated schools in the' SOuth during the Arst
half of the ,[wentieth ] century the socialization process was

. dire,eted toward ,botti the" acceritanoe of the dominant con-
trollind power'df the white race and also the acceptance of a
'caste-oriented Social structure."

This contradiction is even more apparent when observing the -
reasons for the establishment of historically black colleges and,
uniitersitieg.- .

s

The training of black leaders to mediate conflicts berween
Afro-Americans and the dorninant society was a major Mission
of black higher education from the Reconstruction era ntil

5
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well into the twentieth century. The Black leader task, as
; perceived by the'various elites who financed and pre ided over

the development of black colleges was to reas n with the
masses, to persuade, to convince them of one or another
philosophy of the Negro's place in American society.'9

Following the termination of slavery, a conflict between missiOnary
phiianthropists and industrial pyanthropists developed over the cor-
rect education of the Afncan American leadership and its function of
adjusting the African American to the political economy of the South.
Missionary philanthropists sought to establish black institutions of
higher learning to develop a college-educated African American
vanguard that would lead the struggle for racial equality. The New
England classical curnculum was instituted to assimilate African
Americans .into the culture of white Protestant society. This struggle
to end racism, pf course, frightened Southern industrialists, thus, with
the support ofiNortheastern businessmen, they sought to.prepare a
conservative African American leadership.20

The contradiction in the legacy of the hishincally black institutions
of higher learning is apparent. Educatron, whether supported by
missionary or industrial philanthropists, meant that African Arriericans
were encouraged to ether assimilate the views and values of white
society or submit wrlhngly to the dominance of white racism. This
contradiction has basically been a major dilemma in the African
American struggle for education. The education of African Americans
has historically perpetuated the political oppression, economic
exploitation and cultural invasion by white America.21

In this regard, Afncan Americans can be viewed analytically as an
internal colony of the American state and civil society. Defining this
phenomenon, Robert Allen observes that:

liroadly speaking, colonialism can be defined as the direct knd
overall subordination of one people, nation, or country to
another with state power in the hands of the dominating
power...22

Colonial education perpetuates colonial domination. The colonizer
achieves political and econo"mic develoPment at the expense of the
colonized.'' The colonizer seeks to institutionalize its advantages, as
well as the subordination of the colonized.

The superordinate group, now ensconced as the core, seeks
to stabilize and monopolize it5...advantages through policies
aiming at the institutionaliztion tnd perpetuation of thb
existing stratification system. Ultimately, it .Seeks to,regulate .
the allocation, of social roles such that those roles commonly
defined as having high status are generally reserved for its
members. Conversely, 'individuals from the less advanced
group tend to be denied acCess to these roles."

6 . 13



If the core -subordination of the periphery is to be4-rnaintained, a
collaborator group within the lattter must perpetuate the.existing
social relations of race, class and cultural/ideological oppression

The traditional education of, African Americans served this purpose
well. The Hampton-Tuskegee experiment consciously trained an ac-
commodationist leadership which counseled Afncan Americans to
submit willingly to racist capitahst Amenca." Those historically black
institutions of higher education which incorporated the liberal arts
curriculum taught Western culture. In either form of educatfon,
African Americans acquired a body of knowledge which encouraged
them to feel inferiop to the European. The African American has ex-
perienced the colonization of the mind. As Woodson observes.

The chief difficulty with the education of the Negro is that it
has been largely imitation resulting in the enslavement of his
mind. Somebody outside of the race has desired to try out on
Negroes some experiment which interested him and his co-
workers, and Negroes, being objects of charity, have received
them cordially and have done what they required. In fact, the
keynote in the education of the Negro has been to do what he
is told to do. Any Negro who has learned to do this is well pre-
pared to function in the Amencan social order -as others would
have him.26
.

In the final analysis, the traditional education of African Americans
was an indoctnnation of ideas which perpetuated and reinforCed the
historic structures of4dominance and the social relations ortnequality
Through miseducation, the African American came to revere Greek
and Europeart civilization and to despise that of Africa. T:he African
American was made to despise himself.27

History moves, and a thing can turn into its opposite. With the
emergence df the modern Civil Rights Movement in the 1950's, south-
ern activists challenged the legitimacy of white supermapy and
segregation by attacking Jim Crow public schools. Their goal was to,
achieve social intergration. Many African Americans saw this effort as
a means of making broader pohtical demands against racism Civil
rights activists and, later, Black Power advocates, utilized the Ameri-
can ideals of freedom, justice .and'equality to criticize the legitimacy
of institutional racism, economic exploitation and cultural/ideological
domination. Legal segregation was struck down providing an "op-
portunity- for African Americans to enter formerly all-white edtica-
tional institutions.

By the 1960s, ttie African American struggle for freed0m, justice
and equality was intensifying. As _,an alternative to traditiOnal ciiIl
rights organizations, such as the NAACP, black college students
began to challenge ,the racist practices of southern merchants Feb-
ruary 1, 1960, marks the histonc beginning of what was to beCome.

r
.
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the black student revolt. Four students from Nqrth Carohni A & T
College began a sit-in at Woolworth's. The Student Nonviolent Co-
ordinating Committee (SNCC) emerged out of this and similar efforts
throughout the South.'a 'Inig early years, SNCC was influenced
by the rehgious ideas and nonviolent direct action of Martin Luther
King and Mahatma Gandhi. SNCC members also accepted the
Amencan ideal of 'democracy" and the Civil Rights Movementi
goals of social integration. SNCC's major activities were community
organizing pnd voter registration in-the South.

By the mid-1960's, SNCC made drastic ideological changes which
emerged as the predominant ideas of the -struggle for black libera-
tion in late 1960's and early 1970's. Influenced by the rise of African
nâtionalism, anti-colonalism, the Nation of Islam, Malcolm X and the
writing of Frantz Fanon, SNCC embraced black nationalism,which
gave rise to the Black Power Movementin the late 1960's.

Some of SNCC's members attended historically white colleges and
universities in Northern and Western cities. By the mid-to-late 1960's,
the numbers of Afncan American students at historically white insti-
tutions had increased substantially over previous years. This combi-
nation gave rise to Black Students' Unions at many histoncatly white
colleges and universities, particularly outside of the South. Black
students were conscious *of the Urban revolts, angered by the as-,
sassination of Martin Luther King and influenced by the ideological
fokmulations of Maulana Ron Karenga, the Black Panther Party and
the wntings of Frantz Fanon, "Cke" Guevara, Marcus Garvey, Kwame
Jlkrumah, W E.B. Dubois, and Hrold Cruse. Black Students' Unions
struggled to increase the numbers of African American students,
fackilty and administrators and to estabhsh African Amencan Studies
at traditionally white universities.,9 Hence, the black student revolt
arose to challenge the traditional structure and ft.inction of higher
education in Amenca..Many African American students saw them-
selves as part of the vanguard in the revolutionary struggle for black
liberation in America.

Working closely with local police, the FBI infiltrated, harassed and
disrupted many organizations. These organizations included Black
Students Unions, the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee,
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, the Deaqbns for
DefenseiRevolutionary Movement, the Junta of Militant Organiza=,
tions, the Repüblic of New Africa, the Poor People's Campaign,
United Slavei (US), the Black Economic .Development Corporation,
the Black Panther Party and the Nation of Islam.'0 M. Ron Karenga,
points out that:

8

According to the evidence from FBI files, Ole campaign against
Black groups began in earnest as sarly as August 25, 1067. lt
was part of a national domestic counter-intelligence program

1 5 .
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cahed COIKELPRO' which started in 1965 and directed itself
again5t all sOciat fdrces strugghng for hberation ancNopenly
opposed to the social idiocy, insanity and perennial violence
inrcerent in a racist and inhumanly capitalist society. According
to documents celeased by the Senate Select Committee on
Intelligence, Hoover instructed his agents in a November, 196B
memo to submit "imaginative and hard-hitting counter-intel-
ligence, measures" agelost black groups and to report bi-
weekly on their accomplishments. From these "imaginative and
hard-hitting counter-intelligence measures" came the shootings
and ,beatings mentioned above, the shootout of UCLA and the
fatal confrontations in San Diego, cartoons attkking the
leadership of both the Blaek Panther Party and US, raising
questions of our credibility, scurrilously nking both 'our
groups with police activities and portraying internecine violence
against each other. Moreover, there were shots at US which
were blamed on the Panthers and shots at the Panthers which
were blamed on US. Persons, offices and houses were fired
on regularly, poison-pen letters were sent, threatening tele-
phone calls 'were made and efforts at negotiation were
sabotaged by agent provocateurs among the two groups and
by threats to the neutral parties who tried to mediate."

The ferocity and cruelty ofS the FBI can only be explained by institu-
tionahzed racism. The FBI was criminally involved in the violence be-
tween US and the Panthers as well as the disruption and harrassment
of other groups and individuals. The rsl conspired to deprive African
Americans of their constitutionally guaranteed rights and to life itself.
Here, as in qther situations, the law enforcer becomes law violator."

The Issue of Development African American Education and The
Culture of Struggle

(
The state appears once again to be substantially reducing the op-

portunity for African Americans to obtain a university education. The
numbers of Affican American students attending historically white
colleges and universities have never been substantial. However, the
forced integration of historically black colleges and yniversities ii
moving swiftly. Educational policymakers speak of "desegregating,""
racially identifiable institutions but overlook the blatant racial ex-
clusivity of traditionally white colleges and universities.

There are increasing numbers of "reverse discrimination" cases
filed by white faculty and staff at historically black institutions.'
Black institutions are now labelled discriminatory.

Many historically black colleges face en uncertain future as their
federal funds are gradually being reduced and in some areas elimi
nated. The character of the political economy of black higher edu-

._ cation in technologically advanced America is precarious.

9
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If historically black institutions of higher learning are to persist,
their survival and development again must become a part of, and not
remain apart from, the overall struggle ior black liberation and self-
determination. A people who have been historically excluded from
the conventional .means of pohtical participation, persuasion and
change cannot utilize conventional measures exclusively to overturn
their oppression. Alternatives mast be employed. Whatever alterna-
tives are found, it is certain that an organized struggle must be
rooted in the masses of African Americans. As Luther Brown argues.

The effort to build strong, viable and accountable organiza-
tions within the Black higher education community must be
intensified. The present group of organizations representing
the Black higher education community must ground them-
selves thoroughly in the values of those whom they represent.
If the masses of Blackis and the poor in general are the primary
constituency of those organizations, then the effort to mobilize,
involve and project their interests should be highly visible.'5

The survival of historically black colleges and universities, as well
as the education of African Americans, depends on struggle: But for
what kind of education should we struggle? What is the content of
that ethication and what purpose should it serve? In a 1933 speech
at Fisk University, W.E.B. DuBois arpgued that the historically black
colleges must be grounded in the Atucan experience. He said.

,... a Negro university in the United States of America begins
with Negroes. It uses that variety of the' English idiom which
they understand, and above all, it is founded, or it should be
founded on a knoWledge of the history of their people in Africa
and in the United States, and their present condition. Without
white-washing or translating wish into facts, it begins with that,

',and the'n it asks how shall these young men and women be
trained to earn a living and'live a life under the circumstances
in whigh they find themselves or with such changing of those
circumstances as time anct work 'and determination will per-
mit.36

Further, arguing that African. Americans could build universities
and offer the kind of knowledge which could emancipate both African
Americans and whites, DuBois declared:

10

.)
Only a universal system of learning, rooted in the will and
condition of the masses and blossoming from that manure up
toward the stars, is worth the name ... The chief obstacles in
this rich land endowed with every national resource and with
the abilities of a hundred different peoplethe chief and only
obstacles to the coming of thaf kingdom of economic equality
which is the only logical e ptoWork, is the determination of

4 )
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the white world to keep the bled( world poor and Make them-
selves rich.,'

The historically 'black institutions of higher learning and African
American education must be rooted in the African experience and
direccled toward the survival and development of African people
Afncan American education must serve as a liberating force in
America and in the world.

Black institutions mutt also establish linkages with other
universities ih the Pan-African world.

The historically black pniversity and African American education
must concentrate on several critical aredS in preparing Students to
understand the world, to make a living in the world and to change the

- world. In view of the legacy of the nlis-education of African Ameri-
cans discussed- above, African American, education Must first be-
come increasingly iconoclastic in orientation and global in content,
histoncally and contemporerneoi,isly. African American education
must be grounded in the study of the Pan-African world. Th'e impaCt
of the Africian experience throughout the world must continue to be
investigated,*studied and disseminated. The myth that civilization and

'high culture onginated in Greece, sPread to Europe, and then filtered:
down to Africa. Must continue to be challenged. The notion the( '
Afncans first touched the shores of the Americas as slaves must be
overturned completely." Black mstitutions must also establish link:-
ages with other univer'Sities in the Pan-African world.39

-Secondly, gfrican American education must overcome 'the frag-
mentation and compartmentalization of knowledge by increasingly
explor.tng the po ibihties of cross-disciplinary' studies. This educa-
tional thrUst seek to achieve a, more holistic appreciation of the

c human experience. iztence, research and instwCtion might include
such combinations of conventional disciplihes and approaches as
the fpllowing. history, drama, and community organizing, music,
architbcture and urban geography, biology, political science and
philosophy, engineering, urban economics, and management; Or
transportation policy, sociology and political economy. Traditional,
barriers to learning must be eliminated.

Thirdly, African American education will have to engage' in the
serious and systematic examination of Europeanstheir philosophi-
cal orientation, politics, economics, culture, values, and social rela-
tions. As Allen Ballard advises: .

Black scbolars, then, must exert themvalves e./en further to
put forth their ideas and works to preempt wiiite incursions
into the affairs of Black people.... If the Black community is
to create viable institutions of its own, then Black scholarship
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will have to begin in-depth studies of white society and the
relationships betwben its pohtical, economic, and sociat

(
mechanismsiand the Black condition.40

The conventional approach to the study of the African experience (in
Afnca and in the Diaspora), as well as the frame of reference in most
traditional disciphnes, has been horn the perspective of the European
or :The Euro;Amencan as they dd'veloped them. Western 'education
developed arong with, turopean civilization in order to Serve the inter-
ests of the West, consequently, Western education has' been one-
sided in . approach, incomplete in content and culiure bound in
orientation. Yet, Western educationand the concomitant Western
world viewhas been presented as value-neutral and objective.
Neither knowledge nor its transmission is value-neutral and objec-
tive. As Bernstein points out. "How a society selects, classifies,
dittnbutes, transmits and' evaluates educational knowledge it con-
siders to be,public, reflects both the distnbution of power and the o'
principles pf social control."' Hence, one speaks of the political,
economic and cultural contexts of knowledge and its transmission.
While both are treated as objective, or as common s nse, the op-
posite is the case. The ideas and world view present d reflect and
reinforce the political, econoFnic and cultural ideas of dominance
and inequality in advanced -technological Society. Kevin Harris'.cntical --

. analysis is instructive:
- \

Knowing' the world: or coming to know the world, is not a
matter of learning or coming itlto possession of a set of facts
or truths about the world, which are there in the world, qnd
which the world yields up to those who are able to see them, it
is rather, a matter of coming to perceive the world in particular
waiys, froni particular perspectives, and from particular view-
points, which are largely determined y and arise out of one's
interactions in and with a plirticular istorjcal and ,sotial con-
text. Education, on the other hand, 1 a distinctly non-neutral
political mechanism or institutionalized process that largely
provide§ and legitimises the ways and pérspectwes by which
and 'from which we shall come to know the world, ityis also a

f process. that, in certain political pircAnstances, tranSmits as
knowledge structured - distprted misrepresentations of ttie
world.'" .

Hence, European theoretical assumptions and models are insufficient
for the examination of Europeans and the whole ,of hUmankind.
African American education will have' to reverse, indeed supersede,
this perspective and seek an understanding of the prime mover of
the European mind and behavior and of the consequences for the

. people of the world. This project will require a conscious attempt to
develop the multifaceted aspects of an African-centered social
theory." This effort will -also allow the exploration of an African-.

.. _ ,
...
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An Afrócentric world view means that the African experi-
ence beeomes the norm or,the standard of measurement
a9d evaluation. -
centered theory of knowledge which begins, "I sense and think.,
therefore. t-know. For the European, to know is always in the form,

think. therefore, I know." This body/mind bifurcation has no place
in the Afncan epistemology. Sense perception and reason ire merely
two sides of the same coin and.both have their sigrtificance .Thus, the
Afncan epistemology is at once practical and holistic Of particular
importance in the area ot research methodology, an Afrocentnc
world view means that the African experience becomes*the norm or
the standard of measurement and evaluation. Additionally, an Afro-
centric perspective allows the systematic examination of the Euro-

. pearl from the African perspectivethe origins and persistence of
slavery, raciVn and capitalism, imperialism and colontalism, and the
relationship between achievement in the fields of scierfce ancrtech-
nology and the survival of humankind, for example. In this hregard
John Hodge points out that:

The Western emphasis on technological conquest relates di-
rectly to Western racist theories of the, past two centuries
Western man identified progress with technological develop-
ment, with increased contrOl over nature. When he observed
other societies which had not developed his quality and quanti-
ty of technology, he assumed that they must be not as de-
veloped as himself. (This is still assumed today in the notion of
the "underdevelopment world.") Rather than make tfie "gener-
ous and humane assumption that these people had simply
made a different value-choice, he asM.imed irtstead that they
were either culturally or, biologically inferior. He assumed,
based ort his observation Of himself, that all men (by nature?)
want to control nature, but only he, the Western white man,
was superior enough to accomplish the feat. He then relegated
these non-Westeu o. peoples to the "nature" which he sought
to control, and used his ,advanced weaponry to accomplish
that cdntrol."

Fourthly, historically black institutions and African American edu-
cation should strongly emphasize research and instruction in science
and technology, as well as the social furtctions of scibnce and tech-
nology, in order to prOduce scientists and technicians who will be
capable of makmg ethical decisions about present and future techno-4
scientific developments.

African Athericans must beoome conscious of the powerful rbrce
of scientific ancl technological knowledge in advanced industrial
Amerfcan sothety. As Haberrnas observes:
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The progressive "rationalization" of society is linked ,to the
institutionahzation of scientific and technical development.' To
the extent that technology and science permeate social institu-
tions and thus transform them, old legitimations are destroyed.
The seculanzation and "disenchantment" of action-orienting
worldviews, of cultural tradition as a whole, is the obverse of
the growing "rationality" of so al action."

Science and fechnology thus eaome critical forces in techno ogi-
cally advanced society: for t ey shape every aspect of soci ty
pohtical, culture and educatiOnal. All students are
persuaded so embrace the cientific method" and perceive the world
solely in "objective- terms, While eschewing the subjective. Radical
empincism reigns aS scholars, possessing veryjittle theoretical sub-
stance, scurry wildly to collect data, often acting as if the "facts"
speak for themselves, Students are taught to ignore those political,
economic and cultural' phenomena which cannot be readily quantified
or objectified for tlyit which cannot be objectified is relegated to the
metaphysical and is, therefore, Considered unscientific. Yet, there are
aspects of the scientific endeavor which are metaphysical. Certainly,
the assumptions upon which any science is based are not tested7
they are merely accepted." Hence, there is the ever-present inter-
action between the subjective and the objective. As Albert Einstein
observes:

7

Science as something. existing and complete is the most ob-
jective thing known to man. But science in the making, science
as ad end lobe pursued, is as subjective and psychologically
conditioned as any other branch of human endeavorso
much so, that the question 'what is the purpose and, meaning
of science?' receives quite different anSwers at different times
.an'd from different sorts of people.4T

Science, then, is obviously both objective and subjective because it
-develops as a part of, and not apart from, human development arid
all othbr social activities of a particular epoch. Science is integralcy
rooted in pohtical, economic and cultural growth and development.

-The historiadof science, J. D. Bernal points out:
. .

Indeed, science has so changed its nature oVer the whole,
range of human history that no definition could be made to fit.
Although I have aimed at including everything called science,.
the centre of interest ... lies in natural science and technotogy
because.. ?the sciences of society were first embodied in
tradition and ritual and Only took shape under the influence
and on the- model of the natural, sciences. The theme which
constantly recujs is the COmplex -interaction between tech-
niques, science, and philosophy. SCience stands as a middle
term between the established and transmitted practice of men
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who work. for their living, and the pattern' ol ideas and Wadi- ,

tions which assure the,continuity of society and the rights and
privileges of the clasyes fhat make it up.48 .

. The increasing incorporation by the state of techn-science in-
creases the bureaucratization of the state' in terms of, organization.
and furthers the rationalization ot society in terms of dedision-rnaking
and social activity. ølo?e irriribi:tantly, in technologic5illy advanced
sof..iety, techno-science takes on the form of ideblogyitechnocratic
oonsciousneis. As liabermas points out:

Technocratic constiousness refcts got the suriderin
ethical situation" but the repression Of "ethics" as such as
category of life. The common, positivist way of thinking renders
inert the frame of, reference of interaction in ordinary Ian.=
gioge, in which domination and ideology both arise under
conditions of distorted communication and can be reflectively
detected and broken down,. ,The' depoliticization of the mass
of the population, which is .legitimated through technocratic
cOnsCiousnEiss, is at the same time men's self-objectiticatiOn
in categories equally of both purposive-rational action and

. adaptive behavior. The reified models of the sciences migrate
irtto the sociocultural life-World and gpin objective power over
the'latters self-understanding. Tice kieological nucleus bf tOis
consciousness, is the elimination of the distinction, between
the practical and tlfe technical. It xeflects, but doeS not ob-

,tectively account for, the neW constellaticin of a dispmpowered
institutional framework and aystems ot purposive-rational ac-
tion that have taken-on a life of their own.4

The curriculum itkell reflects, the technocratic conscfousriess of
advanced ,technologicarsociek Students learn that all problems Can
be solved by technical meins, that is by the manipulatIon of numer-,,
ous "objective" variables. Education, in this regard, attempts to
depolitibze social problems so that conflict can be -perceived as a
matter of management., Education, then, in technologically advanced
society is grounded in scientism (i.e., scientifid and technological'
knowledge as ideolOgy). .

In the 'finer analysis, Africian American cannot ignore these areas
of knowledge in an era in which scientific and technological knowl-
edge critically interact with social development. We must not be over-
whelmed biscience and technology. While, historically black institu-
bond must not be in the business of proilucing "neutral" scientists,
,black scientists and non-scientists should form study groups to
'better understand the social impact of science and technology with
respect to African Americans. Indeed, science and technology must
be demystified.50

.11
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Fifthly, black institutidns of higher learning and African Amen Can
education must become Increasingly future-oriented. Ceftainly, one
can have a greater knowledge of the past than of the future, yet, one
can control neither. But if black institutions and African American
education are tp contribute to the survival and development of Afri-
can people then...futures studie$ is unavoidable., Increasing numbers
of Afncan Americans must embrace a futtiristic orientation that will
result, in the preparation dr political, economic and cultural
changd. African Amenc s must be educated in such a fashion so
that neither they nor th education becomes obsolete.

knailyr the black university and African American
education must, intersect with the masses of African

. American people. :

Sth..black universities must pecome centers where students
engage nTh study of serious and progressive policy analysis, plan:
ning theory and organizing principles. African Americans need to
understand and appreciate the art and science of decision-making as
well as the political, econotnic anq cultural contexts rel&ant to the
implementation of social pohcies. Not only must existing policies be
analyzed, but also an attempt must be made to influence the de-
velopmént WO domestic a d international pohcies, Filarticularly
in the aeas of African and C ibbean affairs, as African Americans
conti the struggle for lib ration. In ,this,regard, Marguerite R.
Barn tt and Naro V. Vera obsgrVar.

The black community, because of its historic position as a col-
lectivity relegated to an inferior place in American society, has
a particularly important stake in the outcome of the trans-
formations likely in, the 1980s. Afro-American leaders may,
therefore,, have to reorient their thinking away from dated civil
rights agendai and be prepared to seize the domestic initia-
tive and to reconstruct options in a policy arena heavily in-
fluficed by exbgenous international factors.52

, Finally, the black university and African American education muSt
intersect with the masses of African American people. There must be
increased in.teraction between black institutions and the black com-

. munities in which they are located. Some of the interests and ideas
Of non-student' and non-faculty community members must be
tapped,, and, through university-community seminars, symposia,
study groups and the like, the university and community must be-
come partners 44 the struggle for African American self-determina-

,

In thelnal analysis,. African t mericans. must develop and begin to
live a Culture of. struggfe. Historically, when white America faced a
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military crisis gnd thus needed African American labor, racial ex-
clusion gave way to economic necessity and black Americans' were
gwen jobs. At these same times black Americans eased their struggle
against racism and capitahsm and were susteptibIe to integration.
When adverse económic conditions subsided, whites again excludea
African Americans from the labor force and blacks topk up the
struggle for self-help and self-determiriation." Followirn political
and economic gains of the late 1960s and early 1970's, African
Americans again withdrew from the kind of public activism which had
achieved the gpins in the first place, as blind faith was placed ih black
elected officidls and eiktorai politids." Therefore, the need for a
culture of struggle is paramount. African Americans must con-
sciously and constantly struggle against racial oppression, economic
exploitation and cultural/ideologic4 domination. Middle income
status and Ph.D.'s for a few do no/better the domestic conditions
experienced by all African Ameriearls. Conscious, constant and com-
mitted struggle by the organized masseS of African American people
must be regtnerated and perpetuated. The African American struggle
must become part of a Pari-African world ptoject which seeks to
reverse these same conditions. No. one else will liberate African
Amencans if they do not endeavor to liberate themgelves, and tha
African American sti.udgle for knowledge in technologically ad-
vanced racist capitalist America will remain elusive. As M. Ron
Karenga points out:.

To know is to acquire a responsibility to ad. If we know the
Faws 'of society and yet don't move to apply this knowledge, to
actively and audaciously change society, we shirk our respon-

. sibility and desarve the fate that befalls us. There is no need
knowing the world if we don't move to change it. If we don't
practice, preaching is df little use. Ten thousand theories
cannot save us if ,we, ourselves, don't dare tp struggle, to go
against the tide ,arid. do as Cabral urged,"act audaciously
and with great initiative."56

4 "
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